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Overview 

1. RSA Mega Events Research Network 

www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/cues 

 

2. Mega-Events: Regional  Dimension 
 

•  Capitals of Culture   

•      EXPOs & Regional Trade Fairs  

•      Olympics 

•      Masterplanning & Legacy 

http://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/cues


1. Mega-Events Research themes  

 
• Regional theory 

 

 

• Regional  

     economic  

     development 

 

 

• Regional 

     planning and 

     policy 
 

Mega-events and regional 
development – theoretical 
perspectives: regime theory, 
entrepreneurial and competitive 
city discourses 
 

Mega-events and economic 
development; tourism; pre-, event 
and legacy phases: short, mid 
and long-term assessment, SMEs 
and city growth 
 

 

Event planning process, 
infrastructure investment and 
planning , e.g. transport, facilities, 
sustainable development, cultural 
and community planning 
 



• Regional policy, public 
management and policy 
evaluation 

 

• Territorial politics, 
governance, regional -
ism and federalism 

 

• Regional ‘impacts’ 

 

• Data, methods and 
spatial econometrics 

 

• Regional identities 
 

Policy scales: local, city-region; 
delivery & operational challenges; 
evaluation methods and KT/KE 
 

 

City core/periphery and regional 
relationships and tensions, image 
and promotional choices, public-
private partnerships/participation 
 

Social, economic environmental and 
cultural impacts attributed/claimed 

 

Modelling impacts and flows, spatial 
data analysis, baseline/change data, 
cluster, discourse and network 
analysis 
 

Reconciling, reflecting  regional and 
cross-border identities, diversity/inter 
and multi culturalism, heritage 
versus contemporary ‘assets’, 
Branding and Place-Making 

 

 

 



City of Renewal 

 

 

Hallmark events – in the fourth period  “City of 
Renewal”  
 

The hosting of mega-events is often deliberately exploited in an 
attempt to ‘rejuvenate’ or develop urban areas through the 
construction and development of new infrastructure..road and rail 
networks, airports, sewage and housing (Hall, 1992) 
 



Mega-Event Trends 

• Event-led Regeneration 

• Post-industrial heritage 

• Festivalisation of the ‘Creative City’ 

• City-Regional Extensions 

• Regional Branding  

• Regional Identity and Place-making 

 

 



ECoC Population size 



ECoC Documents 

European Cities/Capitals of Culture 



Copenhagen Orestadt Extension (1996 ECoC) 

New Opera House University Technology,Orestadt 

Music Academy and High School 

City extension, Orestadt 

Creative re-use of 

heritage buildings 

Creative Zones 



Istanbul ECoC 2010 



PRESERVING PLACES II: Managing mass tourism, urban conservation and quality of life in historic centres    13 - 14th November 2009, Rome  

Istanbul 2010 Cultural Capital of Europe: 

An impetus for the regeneration of the 

historic city 

A transfer point between Marmaray crossing the Bosphorus  
and the Taksim – Yenikapı Subway (metroline)   

Transportation Infrastructure Projects and their Impacts on Historical Sites 



Essen/Ruhr ECoC 2010 Essen Ruhr 2010 



Maastricht Euregio Meuse Rhine  

ECoC bid 2018 



Ethno-cities and polycentric Eutropolis 



Re-Use of Industrial Space, Genk 

C-Mine, Genk 
Coal Face Gallery, 

Genk 

Waterscheil Mine, 

Genk 



Transborder 

Regional Networks 



Railway tracks… 



EXPOs Evolution 

Contemporary ‘World Fairs’ are expected to 

leave a different testimony, not 

monuments, but legacies for the future 

http://ianhelliwell.co.uk/expo.html


EXPOs City-Region Expansion 

• Lisbon EXPO 1996 

 

• Barcelona Extension  

   (post-1992 Olympics), 2000 EXPO Forum 

 

• Shanghai EXPO 2010 

 

• Milan 2015 EXPO 



Barcelona  EXPO Forum 2000 

The Metropolitan Masterplan (July 2000) included the 

regeneration of  the Poblenou industrial area (below, left), a  

former textile production  centre. This changed the land-use  

classification  from industrial to knowledge based, and set the  

conditions for the @Media development in terms of land/  

buildings use, density and infrastructure support.  

 

Over 15-20 years, 3.2million m2 of new and refurbished floor  

space, 3,500-4,000 new homes  (under a social housing  

regime),  220,000 m2  of land for public facilities and open  

space will be developed at a cost of  €12billion, forecast to  

generate 100,000 to 130,000 new jobs in the  area  
 



EXPO Legacy - Shanghai  





Milan EXPO 2015 



Masterplaning Mega Events 

Gonzales (on Bilbao) refers to ‘scalar 

narratives’ of large-scale regeneration, and 

the tension between the need for a ‘spatial fix’ 

on the one hand (Harvey), and the reality that 

scales are socially constructed and therefore 

not fixed, but ‘perpetually redefined, contested 

and restructured’ (Swyngedouw) 

 

• Case: London 2012 Olympics and Legacy 

 



Key London2012 masterplan concepts 

which featured in early masterplans and in 

subsequent development statements and design 

briefs included: 
 

• ‘stitching together’ - a tear in the city’s urban 

fabric’ 

• ‘convergence’ - within 20 years the communities 

which hosted the 2012 Games will have the 

same social and economic chances as their 

neighbours across London 

• creating a new city/urban district and destination.  

 



Continuation of London Docklands 
development (1979-1997) – Canary Wharf 



Stratford “City” 

 

 



Legacy programmes and themes 

1. Land delivery 
 

2. Olympic Park & Lower Lea Valley 
 

3. Employment and Skills benefits 
 

4. Tourism and business benefits 
 

5. Greater sports participation 
 

6. Culture 



Alexander’s three tenets of urban design  

1. not an act of tabula rasa 

imposition of a form 

designed remotely. It 

must understand, respect, 

and seek to improve upon 

the existing conditions 

The early Olympic masterplans foreground 

the aerial perspective, which recurs 

throughout the process, combining 

futuristic images overlaid on the landscape 

which has been dramatically altered. 

Designers/Planners of all types claim to 

have improved on existing conditions, 

although these were characterised as 

“past help”, so degenerated as to require 

radical surgery.  

 

The area already supported much green 

and natural spaces (albeit neglected by 

the city, local and water authorities who 

have embraced the Olympic project), 

whilst town centre and local area 

regeneration was already underway, pre-

Olympics and commercial developments 

now exploit the publicly-funded Olympic 

Park backdrop/amenity 



2. incorporate the 

decisions, needs and 

the local stakeholders, 

as a matter not only of 

fairness, but also of the 

intrinsic quality of the 

result 

 

Given the scenario and conflicting 

demands, contractual obligations and 

political imperatives, this aspect was 

and continues to be problematic. 

Efforts and mechanisms used to 

support consultation went further than 

most schemes, but at this scale, 

consensus-building is limited - the 

scale was too complex and variable – 

more focused community-based 

urban “quarters” with resident-

supported schemes and standards 

set earlier on would have provided a 

greater sense of ownership and trust 

in the outcome – where confidence is 

currently questionable, even by new 

residents of legacy housing who now 

see high-rise planning applications 

and compromises to the “plan” and 

the development of sites/heritage 

buildings in conservation areas.  



3. a generative 

process, from which a 

form will emerge – 

cannot be pre-

planned or 

standardized, but will 

of necessity be, at 

least in some key 

respects, local and 

unique 

 

This more incremental approach does not sit 

well with the pressures of event-based 

regeneration and the funding models that rely 

on short term market decisions and conditions. 

It is worth noting that in other mega event-

based regeneration projects such as Barcelona 

(1992 Olympics) and Lisbon (1996 EXPO), 

‘legacy’ redevelopment has taken place over a 

much longer time period.  

The challenge therefore for urban design 

praxis driven by these land use imperatives is 

reaching an optimum balance between 

organic, inclusive spatial design, and creative 

buildings and spaces that are appropriate and 

lasting enough to meet community and user 

needs over time, since as 

 

This suggests that neither professional 

masterplanner/ urban designer nor politician 

alone should control this urban visioning and 

design process, whilst the current design tools 

employed need fundamental review and a 

more interdisciplinary approach 
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